What happened? What next?

10.00 Registration, Tea & Coffee
10.15 Welcome to Conference and Overview by Claire Browne
10.30 State of the Region - Claire Browne and Sarah Hartshorne -A look at the museums sector in the

region. How have we faired over the last few years, and what is on the horizon for museums going
forward. Hear about emerging trends, and a national look at museum development.
10.45 Highlights of the 2015-18 MDEM Programme – Over the last 3 years we’ve worked with museums in

a variety of ways, enabling them to deliver ambitious and sustainable outcomes. A video presentation
will highlight case studies, and show the impact of our working.
11.15 Coffee Break
11.40 An alternative to the exhibition treadmill? - Charlotte Pratley and Hollie Davison, Culture Syndicates

– Reflection on learning from Culture Syndicates’ ACE funded internship and how the legacy, the
Temporary Exhibition Service, could generate income for your site, plus an update on Culture
Syndicates’ new team.
12.10 Artists in Museums –A look back at the innovative and diverse projects supported through our

Artists in Museums Programme. Including case studies of the creative outcomes from a variety of
museums.
12.25 Local History Cafes – Katherine Brown, Beauty and Utility Arts – An exploration of how museums

can deliver wellbeing and engagement through the Local History Café initiative, with a look at
current projects and future development opportunities.
12.40 Lunch
13:30 Quiz
14.00 Market Town Museums - the launch of a network - Bright Culture reflects on the achievements of

the first year of the Market Town Museums’ Network and outlines plans for its future development
and expansion. In this presentation Bright Culture will outline the achievements of the Network in its
first year, including the impact of developing a peer support network and the programme of museum
visits. They will also outline plans for the network’s future development and how other market town
museums can get involved.
14:30 MDEM support 2018-22 - A chance to hear about upcoming opportunities at MDEM, including

training, development programmes and grants. This will be a quick-fire round of presentations, with
information on how you can get involved.
15:15 Closing remarks – Claire Browne, Museum Development East Midlands
15.30 Conference Closes

